Artin glueing  by Wraith, Gavin
Let us return to the data for Arain #uting, i.e., consider ;t irtft exact furlc:tot 
d : E + F between elementary topoi. On E X Fconsider the endofunctor 
C:EX F-15-x F: 64, B? i-+ (A. d(A) x B). 
Because fJ is left exact, so is C. Furthermore, C has a comonad structure given by 
given by rhe projection and the diagonal map, respectively. We conclude that 
(E X At’&-. is an elementary topos; its objects are pairs (A, 8) E E X F together with 
3 map 
(A, &) ._@ ----+ (A 4A.l x B) 
uusfying the appropriate axioms to deftne a C-coalgebra. These tell us that II = 1, 
and that b = 02, I,) frrr an arbitrary map B -% d(A). We conclude that (E X flc is 
equixdtlent tothe comma category (E d). WC ger an open inclusion E + (,F, d) and 
it closed inclusion F -+ (F’ 6) from the composites of the canonical inclusions 
It is helpful to see how this reflects what happens for topological spaces. iLet X 
be a topological space, X, G X an open subspace and X2 = X---X, its closed com- 
plement. we have a tontint~ous bijrction A’, s X2 + X which is not, of course, Rec. 
essacily 3horneomorphism. It is we!1 known that Top(X), the topos Ftf sheaves on 
X, may be obtained by &t!eing Top(X, ) to Top(Xz) along a functor d obtained by 
coxnpnsing the direct image part of the inclusion X, 5. X with the inverse image 
part of the inclusion X2 G X. It is clear that Top(X,) X TopCXz) is just 
Tctp(X, U X2). Because the function Xl 11 X2 -* X is surjec tive. the inverse image 
functor it induces reflects isomorphisms, o that Top(X) is of the form 
Top(_X, ~1 X2), for a left exact comonad C. We claim that C is precisely the CO- 
monad constructed from d by the prescription shown above. 
Now we consider how to generalize the construction. By 3 2.diagranr of elemcn. 
.ary topoi and left exact functots we mean the following: 
I I) We are given a finite category D. 
(2) For each object D of D we are given an elementary topos ED. 
(‘3) For each map D’ d - D of D we are given a left exact functor 
(4) For each abject 13 of D we are given a natural map 
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(5) For each composable pair of maps d, d’ of D we are given a natural map 
II&+ is to be subject o the obvious coherence conditions, namely: 
For ersuh map D’ -% D in D, 
in D. and for enleh composabte triple ti, d’, 8, 
We denote such a Z-diagram by 
To it we shall asso&tc an clementar)t topos Top@ j = Fc, where F = Il,E, and 
C Is the left rtxact comorud on F given by 
with counit C % id and crrmultipkaticn C -% C3 given by the diagrams 
and 
respectively, where unlabclled arrows denote projections. When one unravels the 
definition, one finds that an object of ‘Top(t) is given by a family of objects 
A, E ED ti.x each object II of D, together with maps 
for each map D’ ’ --+ D in D satisfying the obvious coherence conditions. Of course, 
the maps ZQ simply define the coalgebra structure, and the c’oherenct; onditions 
correspond to the coalgebra xioms. 
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If we are to weaken the condition that D be a finite category, then we must cor- 
respondingly strengthen conditions on what limits exist in the categories ED% and 
these must be preserved by the functorsfd. In the context of Grothendieck topoi, 
the above notions are fairly well known under the guise of frbred topoi. ‘The most 
general elementary setting should require a base elementary toposS, that the cat- 
eguries ED be S-topoi, that D be an internal category in S, and that the functors 
fd shoukl preserve S-limits. in particular, if the&% are direct image parts of mor- 
phisms of S-topoi, Top(L) will be the 2-colintit of L considered as a Z-diagram in
the Z-category ofS-topoi. 
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